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RECLAMATION

Reclamation is the process of asserting a claim or the taking back of 
something stolen, removed, or lost. In this first annual RMCAD Student 
Research Symposium, students and alumni present their research and 

visual work to the RMCAD community on topics related to diversity, equity, 
& inclusion through the lens of  RECLAMATION.

1st ANNUAL STUDENT RESEARCH SYMPOSIUM
ROCKY MOUNTAIN COLLEGE OF ART + DESIGN



This student research symposium aims to give RMCAD 
students and alum a scholarly and public platform to express, 
their voices as artists, scholars, and designers through their 
own interests, research, and artistic practice.

This year's symposium theme of "reclamation" was chosen to 
acknowledge the events of 2020 and to also emphasize the 
Diversity, Equity + Inclusion Statement of RMCAD, which is: 

We maintain a policy of inclusiveness that recognizes, values, 
and reflects the diversity of the community it serves. 
Diversity, Equity, and Inclusion (DEI) introduces individuals to 
facets of difference, enables all to succeed, and creates an 
environment that respects and values individual differences 
along varying dimensions. The integral values of DEI guide our 
academic and institutional development, serving our mission 
to prepare learners to be forces of change in their industries, 
communities, and the world.

Student Research + 
Reclamation



The 12 presenters at this year's 
inaugural symposium include 14 
current RMCAD students and 3 alum, 
from a range of RMCAD programs 
including Animation, Art Education, 
Game Art, Graphic Design, Fashion 
Design, & Fine Arts.

Student & Alumni 
Scholars

 All awards will be announced by 
March 12, 2021. Presenters are eligible 
for the following monetary awards:

Awards are generously provided by the 
Departments of Foundations + Fine 
Arts, Illustration, and Liberal Arts.

Symposium 
Awards

The presentations are divided into panels of 2 
presentations each. Each presentation is 15 
minutes in length. The presenters will discuss their 
topic either through scholarly research to produce 
a paper talk or to discuss a work of art made from 
their scholarly research. There will be a 5-minute
Q& A session a�er each presentation as well as 
one 15-minute break mid-event.

Presentation Format

Category Award

Quality of Research $500

Quality of Artwork $500

Presentation $500

Paper Connection to
Theme $400

Artwork Connection to
Theme $400

Dean of Students Choice $275

Dean of Faculty Choice $275



Presentation Schedule

Panel & Moderator Presenters Time (MST)

Welcome Address Dr. Becky Black
Head of Art History 10:00am-10:05am

Reclamation of Visual Culture 1
Moderator: Prof. Neely Patton

Jasmin Kuykendall
Aiyanna Cady-Alviar

10:05am-10:20am
10:25am-10:40am

Reclamation of Gender Identity 1
Moderator: Prof. Crisosto Apache

Tawni Hines
Annalisa D'Addario

10:45am-11:00am
11:05pm-11:20pm

Special Session
Moderator: Dr. Tom Keefe

Denise Zubizaretta
El Meek

12:20pm-12:35pm
12:40pm-12:55pm

BREAK 1:00pm-1:15pm

Reclamation of Rights
Moderator: Prof. Andrea Slusarski

Aaron Frick
Tony Mai

1:20pm-1:35pm
1:40pm-1:55pm

Reclamation of the Self
Moderator: Tya Anthony

Tatum Robson
Brianna Gouge

2:00pm-2:15pm
2:20pm-2:35pm

Reclamation of Gender Identity 2
Moderator: Dr. Lucas Sheaffer

Mariah Salvatore
Anna Ragghanti-Crow

2:40pm-2:55pm
3:00pm-3:15pm

Closing Address Dr. Darcy Orozco
RMCAD Provost 3:20pm-3:25pm



This presentation of artwork seeks to 
reclaim the rich visual culture of the 
Filipino hand-tap tattooing process called 
tatak through my own artistic lens to instill 
pride in modern Filipinos, keep this art 
form alive, and educate the Western world 
on a topic that has been wiped from the 
white narrative.

Aiyana Cady-Alviar (she/her)
Alum - Fine Arts

Annalisa D'Addario (she/her)
Fine Arts

Here, I discuss the exclusion of women in art 
history, particularly in works that are meant to 
depict a historical event. Though there is 
sufficient research and evidence to prove that 
women had a strong role in many of these 
events, they are removed from
the visual narrative almost entirely.

Aaron Frick (he/him)
Alum - Graphic Design

I seek to reclaim the use of propaganda 
and reverse its all too o�en subliminal 
messages of dehumanization. Portraying 
the average white male as the victor, 
dressed as a modern ICE agent, to reflect 
the old World War II propaganda posters. 

Brianna Gouge (she/her)
Art Education

In this design and presentation, I seek to 
reclaim  autonomy and control of my 
health from hurdles such as mental 
health, insurance, and corporate greed 
which all create issues making it difficult 
to live a full life with Type 1 Diabetes.

Tawni Hines (they/them)
Animation

The word “queer” has been a topic of 
contention for a while now among the 
LGBTQA+ community, as this community 
has secured a prolonged, and maybe even 
permanent position out of the shadows of 
what’s considered taboo, and into the public 
eye. My goal here is to explore the nuances 
of this word and explore the reclamation of 
this word.

Symposium Partner

R M C A D ' s  C o m m i t t e e  f o r



By looking at select works of art
and studying the etymology of the words 
for “blue” in various societies, I will 
attempt to reclaim a lost understanding 
of how language shapes our perception 
of color in an effort to better the 
methods in which we interpret works of 
art and visual culture.

Ryan Hruska (he/him)
Graphic Design

Jasmin Kuykendall (she/her)
Art Education

In this paper, I explore how the practice of 
Chinese Literati painting has faded through 
globalization as well as its final revitalization 
through contemporary artist Wei Dong, as his 
reclamation of the “lost” Chinese culture.

Tony Mai (they/them)
Animation

I will attempt to address the controversy 
that surrounds worker’s rights in the 
animation and game art industry. Due to 
the lack of academic research present on 
the specifics of my research, I look to 
anecdotal evidence, interviews, and 
related studies in hopes to encourage 
further research.

El Meek (they/them)
Fine Arts

Viewing Romaine Brooks’ work as an 
employment of the Sapphic gaze, elements 
of her paintings draw a strict contrast 
between the Sapphic gaze and the 
heterosexual male gaze. Here, I analyze 
Brooks' White Azaleas (1910) as a response 
to Manet’s Olympia (c.1833), to reclaim the 
objectification of the female body.

Anna Ragghanti-Crowe 
(she/her)
Art Education

Using the idea of reclamation, through 
sculpture and this presentation, I explore 
the process of becoming a female drag 
queen, an identity o�en overshadowed in 
history by male drag performers.

Symposium Partner

R M C A D ' s  



Mariah Salvatore (she/her)
Alum - Game Art

Throughout the many retellings of the 
Pygmalion story, the role of Galatea is 
problematically presented through a grand 
and gendered power imbalance. This 
presentation, which is a creative writing 
piece, reclaims her power in this ancient 
narrative through her perspective.

Denise Zubizarreta (she/her)
Fine Arts

With cultural reclamation at the forefront of 
American political discourse, my goal here is to 
examine if it is responsible for Puerto Rico and 
the modern Borikén culture to pursue an anti-
colonial movement without quantifiable 
accountability from the American government 
for an independent Puerto Rico.

2021 Symposium Jurors

Prof. Jaime Carrejo - Chair of Foundations 
                                          & Fine Arts
Prof. Scott Wakefield - Chair of Illustration
Robb Fladry - Dean of Students
Dr. Lynnette Jachowicz - Dean of Faculty
Mung Lar Lam - Head of Fashion Design Online
Dr. Sean Peuquet - Chair of Music Production
Lauren Thompson - Instructor of Art History 
                                               

Tatum Robson (they/them)
Graphic Design

Here, I reclaim triggering imagery and bring 
light to the heaviness of trauma. This work 
and presentation is an exercise of agency, 
reminding me that while I cannot change the 
trauma of the past, I can choose how I create 
my future.

Brianna Gouge
El Meek

Emily Wakim

2021 Symposium 
Student Review Board

2021 Symposium 
Student Curator

 
El Meek

Mentors: Rick Dailey & Rob Evans
 



Special Thanks

Natalie Lauzon
Rick Dailey + Rob Evans
Symposium Committee
RMCAD Community
Guests, Friends, & Family


